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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF A HOME 
USE V AV AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
T. Okada 

Y. Seshimo, Or.Eng. 

ABSTRACT 

For the ducted central VAV (variable-air-volume) air
conditioning system, which is regarded as the air-con
ditioning system of the next generation in the present 
Japanese market, a new method for controlling air volume 
has been developed, and the details are reported here. For 
conventionally controlled central air conditioning, it is 
necessary to provide detailed duct design and complicated 
testing to adjust air volume. The new method of controlling 
air volume, however, allows us to maintain the balance of 
the air volume in each duct, even if the flow resistance in 
each duct route is diversified. This method enables us to 
reduce the power consumption of the indoor fan by 50%. 

This report describes an algorithm for the new air 
volume control method and reports the results of analysis 
and experiments with regard to the effects. 

INTRODUCTION 

The demand for air-conditioning equipment in Japan 
has been increasing year by year, and it has become more 
popular to install equipment in each room instead of having 
one unit for each house. The need for energy saving has 
stimulated the trend toward higher thermal insulation and 
greater airtightness in houses. Improvement of indoor air 
quality is another goal. All these trends have stimulated the 
development of the central VAY (variable-air-volume) air
conditioning system. 

Until recently in Japan, conventionally controlled 
central VA V air-conditioning systems have been used 
mainly in office or factory buildings. When such a system 
is adapted for houses, the major problem is control of the 
air volume. This report describes the basic control logic 
and the effects of the new method of controUing air 
volume, which has two favorable features. One is the 
realization of constant air volume. The other is the reduc
tion in power consumption of the indoor fan by rather 
simple means. 

CONTROL LOGIC 

The foUowing functions are considered necessary for 
air volume control: 

T, Yoshikawa 

H. lgarashi 

1. Precise control of the air volume for each room and 
automated adjustment of air volu~ distribution. 

2. Optimum air pressure at the fan outlet in accordance 
with the thermal load, without mechanical loss and 
noise resulting from excessive air pressure at the fan 
outlet. 

3. Simplification of the design and installation of duct
work with the application of standard duct units (for 
example, flexible ducts). 

In order to satisfy these necessary functions, the newly 
developed air volume control method is structured with the 
logic described below. In short, after the instaUation of the 
ductwork, the flow resistance of each duct route is checked 
in the test operation. In normal air volume control, test 
operation data are utilized to ensure the necessary air 
volume for each duct route with minimum power con
sumption of the indoor fan. As shown in Figure 1, this 
system consists mainly of functional components, such as 
the proportional drive VA V damper unit in each duct route. 
The air volume sensor and the supply air pressure sensor 
are provided inside the indoor unit of the air-conditioning 
system. 

The new air volume control method proposed in this 
paper is derived from the following sections, including the 
test operation and the actual control of air volume. 

Method of Test Operation 

In order to determine the characteristics of the airflow 
resistance in each duct branch, the test is conducted after 
the installation of the ductwork. This test operation has the 
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Figure 1 System model. 
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Figure 2 General flaw chart of test run. 

effect of system initializing. Figure 2 shows a general flow 
chart of the test operation.' ID order to lea~ the airflow · 
resistance of each duct' branch for the unit, air flows 
thro9gh a specific tiuct branch while all other VAY damper 
unitS are completely closed. The air volume (Q) and air 
p~Sure of the fan outlet (P) are measured. 

·Because the airflow discussed 1n this paper is fully 
developed turbulent flow, it is assumed that the following 
relation is within the range of this study: 

P = R · (f- (R = resisWi'ce co;ffic!e~tr., _· . . . 

Each duct branch is - ·subject'ed in tum to the above 
measurement. The fixed 'resistance coefficient (except for 
the VA V damper unit itself), which is composed of the 
friction loss and the structural resistance of each duct route 
branch, is ~btained. Further,, tf the value of the jesistan~ 
coefficient cjf the. VA V :.cJamper unit . is define9-, as :the 
function of the. blade: apertUr~:angle, · and'.#le · relation 
between these tw.o fac~rs is connec:ted linearly, the-~io.i;i 
of the .airllow. resis.tance of each diid btjmch imd al>ertul!e 
angle of the VAY ~m~r · uwts can be ealculated.:. . 

:• - · . .'· .· , ~"~'> ~'. : . :.,: . ·.~ ; '~ .. . -
Air Volume Control ~thod 

. : ;;;. F ' 
~ · _•;.<, - --~ ·-::..t.. -~->4~)::~~:..:· ~~ .:._~~4l" .. Ji. __ . 

By using the air volume control.dunng actual operation 
of the air-conditioning system ;·u.ip-bl.~ .. ia~rture ~angle ·of 
.the.YA v dam~r unit of each ducf branch is determ.in~ 
instanti):~·ilie ~~~~(air ·j)ies'Sure·'.-oi"-tlfe0 Tan"°··oai1e "·is 
gained, and the req\.lire4 ·;&ii: yolµ,~)·~~ ~C'.h rOOD\ . (~~ 
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,, duct route) is satisfied. This is based on the resistance 
coefficient obtained during the test. 

The g~neral flow chart of the air vol\,i.me contt61. 
method is shown in Figure 3. ' 

1. Detennination of the required air volume (Qi) for 
each room: The required air volume at each duct branch 
is determined by the difference be~een the room temp-
erature and the set temperature. · 1" . · 

2 .. Calculation of the necessary air pressu~e at rhejan 
· . {f ' 

outlet for each duct branch: The necessary air pressure at 
the fan outlet (P;) for ~ch duct branch with the VA V 
damper unit fully opened is calculated by using the re
qu~~ed air volume (Q;) in each room with the following 
eq~t.ion: ! · 

. • J, '. 

where 
·' 

R0 ; = fixed resistance value of each duct branch, 
Q1 required air volume in each room. L 

3._ Maximum ai~ pressure of fan o~tlet (PmaxJ and 
selection of the ,specific duct branch: the specific duct 
bnu;i_i;:h with the 'imximum air pressure at the fan outlet is 
seleeted by calculating the necessary air pressure at the fan 
outlet (P1) of each duct branch, as shoWll above. 

. ! 

Memorizing the relation between the 
airflow resistance ( R ) of each 
branch cf duct route~ and the apertured 
anqle of the VAV damper unit . 

J ' 

Determination cf the demanded air 
volume ( Q ) of each roo·m by t.he 
difference between the set temperature 
and ~he room temperature . 

Calculation of the necessary air pressure 
of fan outlet ( Pi J from the demanded air 

1 volume of each room. And the fixed re~i~t.ance 
, ( RO ) with each VAV damper unit fully open. 

S@lection the maxim.um air pressure of fan 
outlet ( PMAX ) . 

J ' 

CalC:ufa.tion of ' the airflow resi:!l~ance . 
( Ri ) of each br~nc~ of duct rout.e~ which 
c•n satisfy th• dema·~d'e'd ' aii. vOlume of eAch 
room. Determination of the apertured anqle 
of each VAV damper unit. 

.· 

.'' 

t.,,,. 

Control the ."!',Mo_l,4"11."'\" G>f ' ~e f'J.•hi°"'!." _t;ari ;;. ·r . ,,. , 
so 4.9 to make the measured ai i' volume by · " 9 

• 

~he sensor i.n the i ndoor un~1'- ,!q'1j3.9~) ~.<..t• •_u~. , .. , f.. r 
the sum of the demanded o i r volumes ln 
••ch room. 
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4. Calculation of resistance of each duct branch: The 
resistance coeftticient (R;) of each duct branch; which 
can provide the required air volume in each foam, is 
calculated by using the maximum air pressure at the fan 
outl~t (P mwc~: · 

2 
R, = Pmax IQ;. 

5. Determination of the blade aperture angle of each 
VAV damper µnit: _The blade aperture angle of the respec
tive VA V damper unit, which can satisfy the resistance (R;) 
of each duct branch, is determined. 

6. Control of the air volume: The revolution of the fan 
is controlled to equalize the air volume measured with the• 
sum of the required air volume of each room by using tt'ib 
airflow rate sensor inside the indoor unit of the air-c6ti
ditioning system. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Test House 

The house ha5 a floor space. df 34 m2 and consists of 
six rooms with a unit space of 4. 86 m2• J\:"1400-by-600-:-mm 
louver is provided at the bottom of the doqr in each r<>Om. 
(There is no. return .d.l1ct.) '-' 

Test Equipment and System Structure 

Two kinds of systems were tested. One is the branch 
duct system, shown in Figure 4, and the other is the main 
duct combined system (not shown). The rated capacity of 
the air-<:onditioning system fan in the figure is 200 W, and 
the fan capacity is controlled by an inverter. 

The diameter of each branch duct is 150 mm. The 
diameter of the main duct is 250 mm. These are flexible 
ducts and a commercially available air measurement 
chamber. A circular diffuser is used at the outlet in each 
room. 

VA V Damper Unit 

The YAV damper unit has a diameter of 150 mm with 
an elliptical blade having an overall length of 300 mm. The 
proportional control method is employed. 

DETAILS OF EXPERIMENT 

Confirmation of :th_, · Characte.ri;ti~s ,- - - · ··::~: ~:; :: ; 
of Air Volume C0ntro1 ·· . . . :, '.:. : I 

.. ~- . ' ; ~ · .. ·r -

The ·experiments · on the air ·volume -control .method 
were conducted as follows: · 

1. Measurement of Air Pressure a11d Air Volume. Air 
I • • ' ! •, • '\ ' • I I ' ~ •''-• f ' '• o 0 • • I r'",.!. 

pressure differences at tne · fan oUClet ~ ·a~e est1mafed·1!5y 
recording the differences between the'tbtal pressure at the 

outlet duct of the indoor unit aD°d the pressure around the 
inlet duct in the room. In order to measure the air volume 
of each duct branch, a straight duct of the same diameter 
as the flexible ducts, with a rectifying grid at the inlet, is 
installed in each duct branch. Airflow speed at the center 
of the straight duct is measured at a point SD (eight times 
the diameter) below the grid using a hot wire anemometer. 
The average airflow speed is calculated as the developed 
turbulent flow, and the air volume of .each duct branch is 
obtained as a result. The total air volume of the indoor unit 
is defined as the sum of the air volumes of all duct 
branches. 

2. DeterminatJon of the Required Air Volume. The 
maximum air volume of each duct branch is specified to be 
250 m3/h ;md the minimum air volume is 50 m3/h in this 
experiment. The required air volume for each duct branch 
is calculated by using six random values of air volume 
between the minimum ~d the maximum. . . 

3. Confinnation of the Reduction Effect of the Power 
Consumption of the Indoor Fan. The maximum rated air 
volume for each duct branch (Qmwc) is specified to be 200 
m3 /h, since the indoor unit of this experiment is smaller 
than that of the air volume control method experiment, and 
the minimum rat~ air volume (Qmin) is to be 50 m3/b. The 
required air vohime for each duct branch is obtained .by 
using six random values of air volume between Qmwc and 
Qmin· The power consumption of the indoor fan is deter
mined as the arithmetic meancof 10 measurements of the. 
input power of the fan invert~r; each required air volume 
is satisfied in each experiment. Experiments on the two 
control methods, as shown below, were carried out u5in~ 
20 sets of required air volume (Q;) groups for ea~h 
operational zone (one to six zones). In addition, the 
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The results of the branch duct method (rio 
control). 

selection of the operational zone has been determined at 
random. 

Constant Control of Air Pressure at Fan Outlet 

It is necessary to determine beforehand the actual 
operating air pressure at the fan outlet for the constant 
control method. In this · experiment, the minimum dif
ference of the air pressure between the inlet and outlet of 
the fan was measured. This air pressure gave the maximum 
rated air vol~_me (Qniax) in all ~e duct branches by ~ontrol
ling the fan revolution with the. VAV damper unit.of each 
duct fully open, as shown in Figure 1. Since the opJ°ratfug 
air pressure difference <PsET = 170 Pa) was obtained as a 
result, this was taken as the operating air pressure at the 
fan outlet with the cMS,tant:co,ntrnl method. Fan reyolutl?n 
was controlled with the inverter so as to make the mea-

; , 

sured air pressure difference at the fan outlet eq\141 to fhe 
. ope- . rati.iig· -air ·p·. r~~ure ·at ~thcf ran ·outlerl'PsET- -=-.. 170 Pa'. 

·'' ,, " \ ..... - .'/ 
The blade aperture angle of each VA V damper unit was 
also contro"lled; so nfar th~ m"eiisur~' :air. volume of each 
duct branch satisfied each required air volume as men
tioned -above. ' ·"· ·-.".".:·ti•,, 1 · , \ • "'"c~:-.· ·· ~" :{ , "~·· '·;, 

. . . ··' ~ ~ 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 

Difference of Airflow Resistance .. 
of Each Duct Branch 

In order to Clarify differences in the airflow resistance 
among duct branches, the airflow volumes were measured 
without control of the ·blade aperture angle of the VA V 
damper unit by the branch duct pattern shown in Figure 4 
and the main duct combined pattern. Results are shown in 
Figure 5. The horizontal axis indicates the operating 
frequency of the fan inverter, aud the vc1tical axis shows 
the air volume of each duct branch. The figure shows that 
there is a difference in the resistance of each branch. 

Results of the Air Volume 
Control Method (Experiment 1) 

Results of the ex~ri~eot with r~gard to the efficiency 
of the method based on this control logic are shown in 
Figure 6. The horizontal 'ixis in this· figure indicates the 
required air volume of each of six rooms, while the 
vertical axis re~f~ts the actual measured air volume. 
Symbols show the '~tr :volumes of the different rooms. As 
explained above, the ;required air volume is obtained by 
repeating 20 ' times the six sets of random values of air 
volume. The figure shows that each measured :air volume 
is in accord with a corresponding -required air volume 
within a range of deviation of 10% and•that the air volume 
control method functions effectively~ 
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Differences of Operating Air;, Pressure 
r:t·.I 

Figure 7 indicates the operating poi,nt,of~~e fan, based 
on the relation between total air volulll.l?,~d t~e difference 
in air pressure at the fan outlet, when tpis cont~ol method 
and the conventional method (constant air pressure at the 
fan outlet) were carried out. The purpose _is to clarify the 
difference between these two methods. :Figure 7 shows the 
case with six operating zones. 

As is apparent, the operating point .(indicated by a 0) 
of the control method with constant air pressure at the fan 
outlet is fixed at about 170 Pa. A difference in the air 
pressure at the fan outlet cannot be observed through 
experiments regardless of the change in the total air 
volume. With the new control method, however, the 
experimental point (indicated by a •)operates with a small 
air pressure difference at the fan outlet,;(70 to 110 Pa), so 
that a reduction of the power consumption of the indoor fan 
could be expected. The hatched section i'.ti the figure 
indicates the surging area of the indoor fan. Generally, the 
difference in air pressure at the fan outlet with this new 
control method is small, ~d the possibility of operation in 
the surging area decreasti1i -relatively. 

Effect of Reduction in Power Consumption 
of the Indoor Fan (Experiment-V~) , 

Figure 8 shows the effect of a ·reduction ID, power 
consumption of the indoor fan with the new G<;>.ntrol;method 
applied on the total air volume with six operating zones. 
The power consumption--ratie, .-whiGh is- shown- o~ the 
vertical axis in each'.'fig'ure, is:the ratio of".the consumption 
of the indoor fail w.ith•: the new. control method divided by 
that of the constant-control method. Experimental points of 
the powet·consumption ratio· in ·Figure & correspond ·to:Ule 
groups of required •.air·. volume· in eaoh •duct branch. The 
values indicated in this figure represent the averages of 20 

experimental points of the power consumption ratio yersus 
the number of operating zones. These figures show that 
power consumption with this new control method can be 
reduced by 50% from that of the constant control metho~. 

The figures also show that the consumption ratio 
increases gradually according to the number of operating 
zones. Study of family life patterns leads to the expectation 
that the number of operating zones will be small in a 
home. This air volume control system is considered the 
best for home use because the larger reduction in power 
consumption of the indoor fan is achieved with a smaller 
number of operating zo~es. 

DISCUSSION 

A method based on the duct structure, as explained 
above, was used to compare the power consumption of the 
constant control method of air pressure at the fan outlet 
with the new control method. 

Analytical Model and Method 

In this analysis, the duct structure shown in Figure 1 
is expressed as shown in Figure 9. Analytical conditions 
are the same as in the experiments. The maximum rated air 
volume for each duct branch (Qmax) is 200 m3 lb and the 
minimum air volume (Qmin) is 50 m3 lb. The required air 
volume for each branch (Q;) was obtained by generating 
six random numbers between Qmax and Qmin' Analysis of 
both control methods was carried out with 50 groups of the 
required air volume (Q;) for each operating zone (l-6). In 
addition, the selection of the operating zone was deter
mined by generating random numbers. Analysis was made 
using the circuit network method, and the calculation was 
based on the Newton-Raphson method. 
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The power consumption ratio was detenniried by using 
the following method for the analysis. The! p<!)Wer con
sumption is proportional to the product of the total air 
volume and the total loss. Therefore, it is proportional to 
the total loss at the constant air volume. As explained 
previously, the required air volume for each duct branch 
(Q1) in the analysis wac; determined by generating the same 
six random numbers for both control methods. Therefore, 
the air volume for all sets of random numbers is the same 
for both control methods. Consequently, if the pressure 
differences (dP1, dPi) between the inlet and outlet of the 
indoor fan are calculated for both control methods, the 
power consumption ratio can be estimated as the ratio of 
the pressure differences and can be ascertained by using the 
following equation: 

Power consumption ratio = dP21dP1• 

Results of Analysis 

Figure 10 shows the arithmetic means of the analytical 
results of the power consumption ratio versus the number 
of operating zones and comparison between them and their 
experimental values. In the figure, 0 indicates the experi
mental values and e the calculated values. The trend of 
proportional increase of power consumption in accord with 
the number of operating zones is the same for both control 
methods, and the values are identical with three to six 
operating zones. When a small number of zones (one or 
two) are studied, however, there is a remarkable dif
ference-that is, the calculated values of the power con
rumptioo ratio are much smaller than the measured values. 
This is presumed to occur because the analysis took only 
the ratio of pressure difference between the inlet and outlet 
of the fan into account, as mentioned above. 

Next examined was how much the extent of differences 
in airflow resistance in each duct branch would affect the 
reduction in power consumption of the indoor fan. It bas 
been a common procedure in the planning, design, and 
installation of ductwork to adjust the airflow resistance of 
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Figure 10 Number of operating zones and power con-
sumption. . .. , 

each branch in order to get a balance of air volumes in 
each branch. From considerations in the previous para
graph, however, this procedure may not always be neces
sary when the control method proposed here is employed. 

The fixed part of the airflow resistance, which consists 
of the friction loss and structural resistance in each duct 
branch, is changed intentionally in the duct structure 
analysis model, as shown in Figure 10, to study how much 
it affects the reduction in power consumption. Figure 11 
shows the arithmetic means of power consumption ratio 
versus the number of operating zones, where the parameter 
is the resistance ratio that indicates the extent of the devia
tion of resistance in each duct branch. "Resistance ratio" 
means the ratio of the maximum value (Rmax) and the 
minimum value (Rm1J· (This means Rm;,/Rmax of the fixed 
resistance coefficient, Ri, of each duct branch.) In this 
case, the fixed resistance coefficient (R;) for the remaining 
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Figure 11 Airflow resistance ratio and power consump
tion. 



four routes of the branch duct is set at a value divided 
internally by four between Rmax and Rmin' As a result, the 
larger the resistance ratio (the value of 0 to 1), the larger 
the deviation of airflow resistance of each duct branch, and 
R; becomes identical when R, = 1. Figure 11 shows that 
the trend of proportional increase with the number of 
operating zones is not dependent on the resistance ratio. 
There is, however, an apparent tendency of increased 
power consumption in accord with the increase in the 
resistance ratio. 

CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions are obtained by the study of 
the new air volume control method presented in this paper. 

1. It is confirmed that each measured air volume is in 
accord with a corresponding required air volume within the 
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range of deviation of 10 % , and tll~t. the air volume control 
method functions effectively. 

2. It is confirmed that the power consumption of the 
indoor fan can be reduced with this control method by 50 % 
from that of the method of constant control of air pressure 
at the fan outlet. 

3. It has been learned that the trend of proportional 
increase in the number of operating zones is independent of 
the resistance ratio. There is, however, an apparent ten'den
cy of increased power consumption in accord with an 
increase in the resistance ratio. 
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